
Lexington Math Tournament 
Sponsor Information 

Competition 
The Lexington Math Tournament (LMT) is New England's largest highschool run middle school 

math competition, twice every year bringing together the region's most mathematically talented middle 
school students for a day of problem solving and teamwork. LMT Fall and LMT Spring additionally serve 
as the primary fundraisers for the Lexington High School math team, which travels every year to compete 
in tournaments all over the Northeast. By sponsoring the LMT, you'll be both enabling an amazing middle 
school outreach opportunity and supporting one of New England's most awarded high school math 
teams. 
 
Inspiration 

Inspired by tournaments like the Harvard-MIT Mathematics Tournament (HMMT) and the 
Princeton University Mathematics Competition (PUMAC) that provide challenging problems to high school 
students, we aim to offer middle school students an equally fun competition to help bridge the gap to high 
school mathematics and encourage them to continue in their pursuit of mathematics in all of its forms. 
 
Recognition 

Some of the biggest players in engineering, technology, and finance now sponsor math 
competitions at all levels. Sponsoring LMT will show off your brand to some of the best and brightest 
middle school students in New England, and make a lasting impression that you are committed to 
advancing the next generation of intellectual pioneers. 
 
How Sponsorship Money is Used 

Funds raised from sponsoring the Lexington Math Tournament help subsidize participation and 
travel costs associated with the many math tournaments that the Lexington math team (see below) 
attends every year. These contests include the HMMT (Harvard-MIT), PUMAC (Princeton), CMIMC 
(Carnegie Mellon), MMATHS (Yale), and ARML. Additional financial support from sponsors would allow 
the Lexington math team to travel and participate in a greater number of tournaments.  
 
The Lexington Math Team 

The Lexington Math Team has had many hardworking students over the years. The team has 
placed highly at many tournaments nation wide with strong individual results as well. Here is a list of our 
team’s accomplishments over the 2018-2019 academic year. By sponsoring the Lexington Math 
Tournament (LMT), and in turn the Lexington math team, you’ll be enabling the team to travel to a greater 
number of tournaments, and at a cost more accessible to students that would otherwise be unable to 
attend due to the cost of participation and travel. 
 

Sponsorship Tiers (continued on next page) 
 

Tier Minimum Sponsorship* Benefits** 

Gold $400.00 All Silver benefits plus:   
1. Short talk during awards ceremony 

Silver $200.00 All Bronze benefits plus:  
1. Sponsor Table & Mentors  
2. Logo on Lexington High School math team shirt 

*Minimum sponsorship fees are open to negotiation. In particular, sponsors in previous years have opted to sponsor the LMT 
through the donation of branded merchandise to be used as prizes such as gift cards, t-shirts, calculators and more. 
**Sponsorship benefits extend to both LMT Fall and LMT Spring 

https://www.lhsmath.org/LMT/Files/LHS-Math-Team-Accomplishments.pdf
https://www.lhsmath.org/LMT/Files/LHS-Math-Team-Accomplishments.pdf
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Bronze $100.00 1. Logo on website and in all event materials 
2. Acknowledgement during awards ceremony 

 
 
Find out more at http://lhsmath.org/LMT, or by contacting us at sponsor@lhsmath.org. 
 

*Minimum sponsorship fees are open to negotiation. In particular, sponsors in previous years have opted to sponsor the LMT 
through the donation of branded merchandise to be used as prizes such as gift cards, t-shirts, calculators and more. 
**Sponsorship benefits extend to both LMT Fall and LMT Spring 

http://lhsmath.org/LMT
mailto:sponsor@lhsmath.org

